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AirDefense Personal is a software agent that runs on Windows PCs and monitors for malicious or accidental wireless activity
and wireless misconfigurations that may cause security exposures or policy violations. This solution complements personal
firewalls and host-based IDS systems that don't protect the client against wireless attacks. AirDefense Personal will protect
mobile users of hotspots and other public Wi-Fi networks from wireless-specific risks that could expose private data and
transactions. AirDefense Personal offers protection from a broad and growing set of new risks that directly target vulnerable
wireless users and unobtrusively notifies the user when risky activity occurs. The data collected from AirDefense Personal can
be used to gain knowledge of the network usage patterns of mobile employees. The historical and current threat assessment can
then be used for setting intelligent policies that can automatically mitigate the risks of wireless attacks on mobile stations at the
edge of the network. AirDefense Personal can also be deployed in enterprises to stop ad-hoc usage, bridging and probing
stations. Multiple AirDefense Personal agents can be managed centrally using the AirDefense Personal Central Manager. Policy
profiles that are defined centrally can be automatically downloaded to each mobile user or group of users. If threats are
discovered, AirDefense Personal notifies the user and sends the logs to the Central Manager for centralized reporting &
notification, enforcement of corporate policies and complete protection for the mobile worker, regardless of location. The
AirDefense Personal Central Manager is fully integrated into AirDefense Enterprise. AirDefense Personal current clients: *
AirDefense Personal can be deployed on: Windows, MS Hyper-V, and VMWare. AirDefense Personal will work on the
following Operating Systems: * Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1, Windows 10, Windows 10 Mobile. AirDefense Personal
current releases: * AirDefense Personal version 1.1.1 Available on April 25, 2018. How AirDefense Personal version 1.1.1
works: AirDefense Personal monitors for wireless activity and wireless misconfigurations that could cause security exposures or
policy violations. AirDefense Personal will notify you when it identifies an issue that needs further investigation. AirDefense
Personal will investigate issues to determine the type and severity of threats and notify you when those issues are found. If
vulnerabilities or attacks are identified, the AirDefense Personal Central Manager can be used to establish policies to protect
mobile users and enforce corporate policies on each one of them. AirDefense Personal current clients: * AirDefense Personal
can be deployed on: Windows

AirDefense Personal For PC [Updated]

Detects malicious and accidental wireless activity, and helps mobile users avoid disclosing personal, transaction-related
information in unencrypted Internet traffic. Offers protection against a broad and growing set of new threats that directly target
vulnerable wireless users and unobtrusively notifies the user when risky activity occurs. Detects and mitigates risks that could
expose private data and transactions on your secure wireless network in place of firewalls and access control. Centralizes all
AirDefense Personal enforcement and reporting for mobile users at the edge of the network. Installs your AirDefense Personal
agent on the mobile computer and offers real-time protection using a convenient, unobtrusive application. Supports seamless
roaming and deployment of the AirDefense Personal agent to users regardless of their location. Provides asset inventory
protection that collects information on the presence of mobile PCs, removable media and wireless infrastructure equipment.
Ensures compliance with corporate policy and security procedure by reporting unauthorized activities to the AirDefense
Personal Central Manager for enforcement. Requirements: Windows 2000/XP/Vista 32-bit/64-bit Java Supported wireless
standards: IEEE 802.11b/g/n Supported wireless hotspots: IEEE 802.11b/g/n AirDefense Personal Agent: AirDefense Personal
Agent Description: Offers the latest protection against the broad and growing set of wireless-specific threats and can work on
both wired and wireless LANs. Supports seamless roaming and deployment to a diverse set of devices, from PC laptops to
mobile phones. Integrates with AirDefense Enterprise, providing convenient, real-time protection from a broad and growing set
of wireless threats at the edge of the network. Stops misconfigured or malicious hotspots, bridging, sniffing, captive portals, and
non-compliant stations, giving you complete confidence that your personal data and transaction-related information is protected.
Supports both wired and wireless networks. Identifies and reports unauthorized activity (e.g., non-compliant equipment, poor
hotspot security, or improper use) to the AirDefense Personal Central Manager. Calculates comprehensive risk profiles and
helps you set policies that detect and mitigate wireless risks for mobile users. Reports to the AirDefense Personal Central
Manager where it can be used for customized policy management. Reports data for an unlimited number of users and/or devices
to the Central Manager. Supports scripting with the AirDefense Personal Script Manager for custom policies that are tailored to
an organization 09e8f5149f
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AirDefense Personal is a software agent that runs on Windows PCs and monitors for malicious or accidental wireless activity
and wireless misconfigurations that may cause security exposures or policy violations. This solution complements personal
firewalls and host-based IDS systems that don't protect the client against wireless attacks. AirDefense Personal will protect
mobile users of hotspots and other public Wi-Fi networks from wireless-specific risks that could expose private data and
transactions. AirDefense Personal offers protection from a broad and growing set of new risks that directly target vulnerable
wireless users and unobtrusively notifies the user when risky activity occurs. The data collected from AirDefense Personal can
be used to gain knowledge of the network usage patterns of mobile employees. The historical and current threat assessment can
then be used for setting intelligent policies that can automatically mitigate the risks of wireless attacks on mobile stations at the
edge of the network. AirDefense Personal can also be deployed in enterprises to stop ad-hoc usage, bridging and probing
stations. AirDefense Personal is a fully network-based protection solution for mobile users that can be controlled centrally using
the AirDefense Personal Central Manager. Policy profiles that are defined centrally can be automatically downloaded to each
mobile user or group of users. Reviews by timnarvi on 06-28-2013 AirDefense Personal Use to protect wireless users from risks
associated with wireless networks, AirDefense Personal is designed to prevent risks, such as unencrypted, or private data
transmission, personal misconfiguration of mobile stations and theft of information, at the point of access, or wireless hotspot,
on a connected network. AirDefense Personal can identify risks as they occur, notify users of risks, and trigger actions that can
mitigate the risks. AirDefense Personal runs as an invisible agent that notifies users that they are connected to a wireless
network and notifies users of any wireless activities that occur. By submitting my Email address I confirm that I have read and
accepted the Terms of Use and Declaration of Consent. By submitting your personal information, you agree to receive emails
regarding relevant products and special offers from TechTarget and its partners. You also agree that your personal information
may be transferred and processed in the United States, and that you have read and agree to the Terms of Use and the Privacy
Policy. It can be useful in some cases to separate static (HTPC) browsing from wireless browsing - for example, laptop usage
while on trips, etc. Users could enable or disable AirDefense Personal

What's New In?

AirDefense Personal is a software agent that runs on Windows PCs and monitors for malicious or accidental wireless activity
and wireless misconfigurations that may cause security exposures or policy violations. This solution complements personal
firewalls and host-based IDS systems that don't protect the client against wireless attacks. AirDefense Personal will protect
mobile users of hotspots and other public Wi-Fi networks from wireless-specific risks that could expose private data and
transactions. AirDefense Personal offers protection from a broad and growing set of new risks that directly target vulnerable
wireless users and unobtrusively notifies the user when risky activity occurs. The data collected from AirDefense Personal can
be used to gain knowledge of the network usage patterns of mobile employees. The historical and current threat assessment can
then be used for setting intelligent policies that can automatically mitigate the risks of wireless attacks on mobile stations at the
edge of the network. AirDefense Personal can also be deployed in enterprises to stop ad-hoc usage, bridging and probing
stations. Multiple AirDefense Personal agents can be managed centrally using the AirDefense Personal Central Manager. Policy
profiles that are defined centrally can be automatically downloaded to each mobile user or group of users. If threats are
discovered, AirDefense Personal notifies the user and sends the logs to the Central Manager for centralized reporting &
notification, enforcement of corporate policies and complete protection for the mobile worker, regardless of location. The
AirDefense Personal Central Manager is fully integrated into AirDefense Enterprise. Ayla is a cost-effective true virtualization
technology for complete virtualization of your existing server environment. Ayla is embedded into the operating system and
automatically makes your operating system a complete, cloud-ready, virtualized server. What is it? Ayla is a cost-effective true
virtualization technology for complete virtualization of your existing server environment. Ayla is embedded into the operating
system and automatically makes your operating system a complete, cloud-ready, virtualized server. How does it work? Ayla is a
pre-installed, ready-to-run virtualization technology available for all 32-bit and 64-bit versions of Windows. Unlike other
virtualization solutions that require rebooting and re-installing the operating system, Ayla does not require any updates or
rebooting. This solution only requires an additional one-time driver installation. Ayla uses a client/server model so there is no
need to convert a server operating system into a cloud computing/virtualization platform.
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System Requirements For AirDefense Personal:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7 or 8.1 Processor: Intel Core i3 1.8GHz or AMD equivalent or higher Memory: 1.5GB RAM
Graphics: AMD/Intel integrated graphics cards with OpenGL 2.0 support Storage: 2GB available space Recommended:
Processor: Intel Core i5 2.4GHz or AMD equivalent or higher Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: AMD/Intel integrated graphics
cards with OpenGL 3.0
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